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Goal: retrieve target source from single channel observed
signal recorded in noisy environment
Problem: real-valued T-F mask in DFT-domain cannot
manipulate both amplitude and phase of the spectrum
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Theme: Which domain have high affinity for DNN-based source enhancement?
Proposed: (1) using MDCT instead of DFT and (2) extending DNN-based source
enhancement to end-to-end system by using real-valued T-F masks
Result: several kinds of objective scores were significantly higher than SOTA methods

1: Monaural source enhancement

3: Proposed method

4: Experiments

 Retrieving target source 𝑠𝑡 from single channel
noisy observed signal 𝑥𝑡 in real-time
 Time-frequency (T-F) mask has been used

 DNN estimates T-F masks in MDCT-domain

 Speech enhancement in several noise & SNR cond.
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2: DNN-based T-F mask estimation
 DNN have been used as regression function to
estimate (real-valued) T-F mask
: neural network
: DNN parameters
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Pros  manipulate both amplitude and phase of the
spectrum by using real-valued T-F mask
 DNN output units numbering same as or
fewer than those of previous methods

- Cons  directly manipulating MDCT spectrum causes
time-domain aliasing [3]

 Whole procedure of source enhancement can be
written using real-valued matrices in MDCT-domain
⇨ enable to simultaneously minimize noise and timedomain aliasing, by resulting in extending T-F masking to
end-to-end system

 Training: 6,640 Japanese speech + CHiME-3 noise data
(augmented to several SNR cond.)
 Test: 300 Japanese speech + 4 environmental noise at
SNR levels of -6, 0, 6, and 12 dB

 DNN setup





DNN: 4 hidden layers with 512 hidden units
LSTM: 2 LSTM-layers with 512 cells
Activation: rectified linear unit (ReLU)
Optimizer: Adam with layer-by-layer training
 Compared with three
SOTA methods

- PSA [1]
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Real-valued T-F mask in
DFT-domain

,

is trained so as to minimize squared error
between 𝑆𝜔,𝑘 and 𝑆𝜔,𝑘 on complex-plane [1]

- cIRM [2]
Complex-valued T-F mask
in DFT-domain
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- SEGAN [4]

Problem
 Real-valued T-F mask in DFT-domain cannot
manipulate phase spectrum
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 Any real-valued T-F mask
cannot perfectly retrieve 𝑆𝜔,𝑘
when phase spectrum of 𝑆𝜔,𝑘
does not coincide with 𝑁𝜔,𝑘
 To estimate complex-valued T-F
mask, more complicated DNN is
required [2]

 Significantly
outperformed
conventional methods
in terms of SDR, STOI
and PESQ scores in
almost all SNR
conditions (𝛼 = 0.05)
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Idea: to use more efficient signal representation than DFT
spectrum for DNN-based source enhancement

Which domain have high affinity for
DNN-based source enhancement?

Time-domain end-to-end
source enhancement

MDCT has high affinity for
DNN-based source enhancement
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